Snow machine 1.500W
Use Manual

Please read this manual carefully before operation

3、 Connect the control box and main machine with the shielding

Operation Manual
Ⅰ、Characteristic

conductor.
4、 Put the plug in the socket at the back of the machine. Open the
switch (POWER ON/OFF). The red light (POWER) in control box
brightens.

1、 Making the strong airflow with the high pressure pump, spray the
snow afar.

5、 Open the switch (SNOW ON/OFF), The green light (IN USE)in

2、 2 levels in design, the flux of snow is regularly.
3、 Linear control long-range (10M).

control box brightens and star to spray the snow.
6、 The hand control knob (OUTPUT VOLUME)can adjust the flux of

Ⅱ、Product Standards
Voltage：AC110V, 50 Hz
Rate-power：1500W
Fuse：125V, 6.3A
Cubage：5 L
Size：L540 mm * W250 mm * H285 mm
Weight：12.0KG

Ⅲ、Notice
1、
2、
3、
4、
5、
6、

The machine can be use indoor felicitously.
Do not let it work no person around and do not let the children play.
Advise use the high quality liquor, otherwise not good effect.
Do not spray to person.
When liquor deplete, do not let the machine in work
The machine makes little noise, it is normal.

Ⅳ、Operation
1、Open the packing, check the machine if good and the parts, or other
problems, contact the manufacturer if not.
2、 Open the cover of the pot, infuse the snow liquor.

the snow.
7、 The switch (AIR VOLUME SWITH)at the back of the machine，can
adjust the air delivery(MIN-minimum or MAX-maximum).

Ⅴ、Maintain
1、 After working 40hours, please infuse 2-4L pure water let it works,
clean the conduits inside.
2、 If do not use for long time , must infuse new liquor when use again
3、 If the flux of snow get little or the machine stop working:
. Close the power, check the power line and fuse if good
. Draw out the control line, check the connection if well.
. Check the inventory of the liquor.
. Check the filter tip inside the muzzle and pot and the snow fabric if jam
or destroy.
4、If have any other problems, please let the career man to service or
contact the seller.

